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Our Merits
We specialize at supplying well-suited 

EHS systems for organizations, to 

successfully accomplish initiatives and 

projects in the most cost-effective and 

efficient way, prioritizing the Safety 

and health of individuals, especially in 

the construction field industry.

Our Mission
Keep striving to exceed the expectations of our 
clients by providing quality unique services, 
delivered in a transparent and timely manner, 
while maintaining the utmost degree of 
professionalism and ethics.

How skillful are We?
Radi Son’s team owns more than 20 years of experience at designing flexible 
management systems that ensure the best possible EHS outcomes in various 
projects and business line requirements. Our qualified team designs EHS 
management systems that are precisely customized to fit the nature of your 
business and the employees’ behavior.

Our Vision
Being a valuable and distinctive EHS Consultancy Company in the Middle 
East and worldwide which provides world-class consulting services, while 
maintaining strong relationships with our clients.

Our Story
We are Radi Son International, a 

consultancy firm based in Egypt and 

the UAE, Dubai ( Radi Son Consulting ) 

. With a team of professionals of more 

than 20 years of experience, Radi Son 

International provides extraordinary 

consultancy and training services 

quality in the Environmental, Health 

and Safety field. 
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• Consultancy Services.
• Health, Safety and Environment Management Systems.
• Environmental Studies.

• ISO Certification Services
• Health, Safety and Environmental
  Trainings.

Health, Safety and Environment 
Management Systems

We design comprehensive management systems, specialized in satisfying clients’ needs and 

requirements in environmental, health and safety factors.

We excel at finding your organizations’ bottlenecks and we remove them, in order to make your 

whole system work smoothly. 

•  Lean manufacturing

•  Critical Chain

•  Lean startup

•  Industrial Organization

•  Canva model

•  Value chain and building

   competitive advantage

•  Competitive Advantage

What do you get with
Radi Son?

Consultancy Services

Our scope of work revolves around creating sustainable 

communities and organizations, in which every individual care 

about Health, Safety, and Environment.

We provide guidance to comply with all aspects of Health, 

Safety, and Environment regulations, by developing your 

organizational EHS standards and providing practical solutions 

that fit your organization, through our training, technology, 

and counseling.

Through consulting, training, software, dangerous goods 

products and services, Radi Son ensures that your company’s 

activities and development are carried out without harming 

consumers, employees and customers. 

We listen to your business needs and through close cooperation, 

we create value and security for your company.

Radi Son’s team of experts provides 

mentoring and guidance to establish a 

solid partnership with its clients, while 

ensuring they have access to quality 

and cost-effective services.

Our consultancy services help you be 

specific to the risks in your workplace 

and identify and control key risks, based 

on our knowledge and experience of 

your industry and processes.

We concentrate on practical actions 

to control significant risks, and 

recommend control measures that are 

reasonably practicable.

Our main goal is to help companies/organizations to successfully complete their projects by providing systems 

that prioritize individuals’ safety, especially in the construction field, considering its dangerous nature.

We have full capability and determination to develop flexible management systems that enable 
organizations to add services or assign jobs depending on what is best for the company or its 
projects.

Our HSE management systems integrate all management components of your business into 
one coherent system. The integration of these components (Elements and Standards) facilitates 
the achievement of your business objectives, through efficiently managing its impact to the 
environment and minimizing and controlling occupational health and safety risks.

We use the latest consulting techniques to implement your ideal HSE management systems, 
through different tools like:

Safety Management System Environment Management System Health Management System
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We follow the best-known solutions to improve 

the safety culture and performance in your 

organization.

  •  Process Safety Management (PSM)

  •  Process Hazard Analyses (PHAs)

  •  Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA)

  •  Human Factors Engineering

  •  Emergency Management

Cutting-edge tools 
and systems

Formalized safety 
policies

Frequent safety 
trainings

ConservationPollution
control 

Amenities
Creation

Safety management systems make health and safety an integral part of your business’s core operations. By 

designing, developing and implementing an effective safety management system, you will have methods for 

managing reporting, responsibilities, planning and resourcing to create a safer workplace.

Our safety management systems include:

 •  A safety plan

 •  Policies, procedures and processes

 •  Training and induction

We help your organization save cost.

  •  Injury Cost (Treatment, Hospital, Transport, Insurance, etc.)

  •  Legal Cost (Compensation claims, judicial prosecutions, etc.)

  •  Productivity Cost (Business disruptions, Delays, Production loss/day, Material, Salaries, etc.)

  •  Asset Cost (Property, Machinery, Equipment, Structure, Vehicle, etc. – Repair & Maintenance)

  •  Enforcement Action (Penalty Issued by Authority)

  •  Incident Scene / Area Restoration Cost (arrangements for making safe, clean-up, etc.)

Why get an HSE system?

  •  Improvement in HSE performance

  •  Reduction in incidents

  •  Reduction in absenteeism

  •  Motivated and productive workforce

  •  Legal compliance

  •  Uninterrupted business

  •  Brand/Organizational image and reputation

     enhancement.

  •  Improvement in client and supplier relations.

•  Monitoring

•  Supervision

•  Reporting

HOW? We conduct studies and provides consultation on:

We comply with the latest environmental regulations and strategic environmental planning around the world. 

Our qualified environmental experts can help your business grow through an environmentally responsible 

approach to meet your strategic business requirements.

Environmental Studies
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Disposal services Productive services Consumer or
consumptive services

Reflect the functions of the 
natural environment as an 

absorptive sink for residuals

Reflect economic functions Provide the physiological 
and recreational needs of 

humans

•  Land and water contamination.

•  Waste management policies.

•  Environmental management systems.

•  Air assessment.

Our Environmental Studies cover:

•  Environmental impact assessment.

•  Environmental audit.

•  Development of conceptual models.

•  Identifying and considering potential

   contaminant sources.

ISO 45001 is the replacement to OHSAS 18001 and is the international ISO standard for Occupational Health 
and Safety Management Systems (OHSMS). It also makes integration with other management systems 
simpler than ever before.

Radi Son supports your organization in getting certified in OHSAS 45001 by improving it’s OHS performance 
by:

  •  Defined objectives for improvement, with measurable results.
  •  Statutory identification and compliance evaluation.
  •  Protecting the organization’s reputation and image.
  •  A structured approach to risk assessment and reduction.
  •  A clear management structure with defined authority and responsibility.

ISO 45001Successful businesses protect the environment, their employees, communities and other members of the 

public. Failure to minimize the impact of your businesses activities will result in censure by employees, 

regulatory authorities and customers. 

Increasingly, stakeholders are also looking for evidence to prove you are adhering to best practice.

Environments services refer to the qualitative functions of natural assets of land, water and air. The three 

basic types of environmental services are:

Using a combination of scientific and humanistic approaches, we deal with environment-related issues, 

aligning with the core principles of environmental sciences and related subjects such as policy, law, 

economics, social aspects, planning, pollution control, natural resources, and human-environmental 

interactions.

We help your organization with environmental issues, through conducting the relevant studies, to provide 

long-term environmental solutions for your business.

We help your organization comply to the International Health and Safety management standards, to 

become ISO certified, through our detailed auditing process, including:

  •  Annual review of high-level risk analysis.

  •  Annual review of legal responsibilities.

  •  Strengthened document control.

  •  Health and Safety Manuals

  •  Reoccurring internal auditing.

  •  Management review of the health and safety management systems, to align with criteria of ISO certifications.

ISO Certification Services

ISO 9001 sets out the criteria for a quality management system and is based on a number of quality management 
principles including a strong customer focus, the motivation and implication of top management, the process 
approach and continual improvement.

We help your organization in performing the essential internal audits to verify the quality of your management 
system.

ISO 9001
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ISO 31000 standard gives you a structured framework of international best practices for managing risks and 
opportunities. The certification sends a clear message to your employees, customers, and other stakeholders 
that you are committed to managing risks in every part of your business.

Our team helps your organization achieve the certification, by strengthening the operational controls in your 
organization, which ultimately increase your stakeholders’ confidence in your risk management techniques.

ISO 26000 is defined as the international standard developed to help organizations effectively assess and 
address social responsibilities that are relevant and significant to their mission and vision; operations and 
processes; customers, employees, communities, other stakeholders, and environmental impact.

Radi Son provides your organization with guidance on social responsibility core subjects and on integrating, 
implementing and promoting socially responsibility behavior throughout the organization and through its 
policies and practices within its sphere of influence.

SA8000 (Social Accountability) Certification is a universal accreditation standard that urges associations 
to create, keep up and apply socially satisfactory practices in the working environment.

We ensure your organization compliance to the international nine requirements the every SA8000 
social audit checklist should include: 

   1. Child Labour
   2. Forced or Compulsory Labour
   3. Health and Safety
   4. Freedom of Association and Right to Collective Bargaining
   5. Discrimination
   6. Disciplinary Practices
   7. Working Hours
   8. Remuneration
   9. Management System

BS ISO 31000

ISO 26000

SA 8000

Radi Son assists entities to develop and 
achieve various ISO certifications

ISO 14001 Environmental Management System 
(EMS) is a systematic framework to manage 
the immediate and long-term environmental 
impacts of an organization’s products, services 
and processes.
Getting ISO 14001 assures your business 
stakeholders that your environmental 
management system meets international 
industry specific environmental standards.
We provide the essential assessment and 
audition processes that make your business 
eligible to the certification.

ISO 22301 is the new international standard for business continuity management created in response 
to international demand that obtained the original British standard BS 25999-2.
The objective is for the organization to remain operational during and after an interruption, thus 
guaranteeing that the products and services will be delivered to the clients on time.

If interruption is not an option for your business, Radi Son consultancy is the first step towards a 
good strategic approach to improve business continuity as follows.

  •  Identify and manage current and future threats for your company.
  •  Have the ability to resist the effects of an incident (resilience) as well as prevent or avoid possible
     scenarios caused by a crisis situation.
  •  Use a proactive approach to minimize the impact of incidents.
  •  Keep your critical functions up and running during times of crisis.
  •  Demonstrate its resilience to customers, suppliers and tender offers.

BS ISO 22301

ISO 14001
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Health, Safety and 
Environmental 
Trainings

Preventing work-related ill health and accidents should be a key priority for every business. 

As the owner or manager of a business, you know that your employees are valuable. Your 

business well depends on them.

 Everyone who works for you needs to know how to work safely and without risks to their 

health. Employers must provide clear instructions and information, plus adequate training 

for their employees.

Training means helping people to learn how to do something, telling people what they 

should or should not do, or simply giving them information. Training isn’t just about formal 

classroom courses and obtaining certif icates.

Staff become more motivated, remain loyal and committed. By demonstrating workforce 

competence, your business is given direction and an enhanced image. This is not just about 

Health & Safety.

Why is Health and Safety Training Important?
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Benefits of Health and Safety training for Employees and Staff:

  •  Educate employees on the basics of health and safety.

  •  Increased focus by employees on their tasks.

  •  Increased job pleasure and confidence among employees.

  •  Increased employee inspiration.

  •  Increased effectiveness in processes, deriving in financial gain.

  •  Increased ability to adopt new skills and methods.

  •  Increased change in scheme and products.

  •  Increase employee turnover.

  •  Enhance company’s image.

  •  Risk management.

  •  Increased productivity and satisfaction among personnel by keeping the workplace safe.

NEBOSH Programs Cover:

  •  IEMA Certification Approved Introduction to Environmental Awareness Course.

  •  IEMA Certification Approved Associate in Environmental Management.

  •  IOSH (Institute of Occupational Safety and Health) Managing Safely.

  •  IOSH Working Safely

  •  Medic First Aid Basic.

  •  Medic First Aid (Train the Trainer)

Our General Health and Safety Courses

  •  Ergonomic/Workstation Assessment

  •  Working at Height.

  •  Manual Handling.

Skills Programs (Trainings)

  •  Plant and Logistic Training.

  •  Consultancy and Advisory Services.

  •  In-House Training Courses.

Our Practical Courses

  •  Emergency Preparedness.

  •  Confined Space Entry and Rescue.

  •  Risk Assessment.

  •  Fire Warden.

  •  Accident/Incident Investigation.

Who Needs HSE Trainings?

  •  Health and Safety Officers

  •  Health and Safety Advisors

  •  Fire Safety Managers

  •  HR Managers

  •  General Managers

Knowledge Areas

  •  Hazards and risks

  •  Risk controls

  •  Safety and health management

  •  Professional role and functioning

  •  Underlying technical, human and social

     sciences

  •  Underlying management sciences

NEBOSH Programs Cover:

  •  NEBOSH International Diploma

  •  NEBOSH International Technical Certificate in Oil 

     and Gas Operational Safety

  •  NEBOSH Health and Safety at Work.

  •  NEBOSH International General Certificate.

Our Programs (In association with 

the International HSE Council)

  •  NEBOSH – IGC1

  •  NEBOSH – IGC2

NEBOSH qualifications improve your organization’s leadership and 

interpersonal skills in its health and safety sector, giving you the 

ability to influence and change behavior through educating your 

employees to use better health and safety practices.
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Office 54 Unit 1005, 
10th Floor, IBN 

Batuta Gate Office

Jebel Ali First, 
Dubai, UAE

info@radisonconsulting.comM (1)1: +971 55 5527337
M (2): +971 54 3223150
Tel: +971 4 550 7800
Fax: +971 4 550 7801

CAIRO

ALEXANDRIA

info@radisonconsulting.comTel (1): +20120 227 6233
Tel (2): +20128 109 4700

Now
Contact us

UAE, DUBAI EGYPT


